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Abstract 

Purpose: The purpose nof nthis nstudy nwas nto examine nthe neffect nof nfinancial nmanagement 

practices non financial nperformance of nSACCOs nin nNairobi CitynCounty, nKenya. 

Methodology: nThis nstudy adopted an explanatory nresearch ndesign. The ntarget npopulation 

consisted of the 215 ndeposit ntaking nSACCOs nin nKenya.  A sample of 41 ndeposit ntaking nSaccos 
nin nNairobi ncity nCounty nregistered nby SASRA for nthe period 2015 to 2019 nwas ndrawn nfrom 
nthe ntarget npopulation. Thus, the 41 ndeposit ntaking nSACCOs as registered by SASRA and ntheir 
npublished nfinancial nstatements nconstitute nthe nunit nof nanalysis nand nunit nof nobservation 
nrespectively. The ncensus nsampling nmethod nwas nused nin norder nto ngather nenough ninformation 
nsince nthe nnumber nof  SACCOs nis nlimited nand njustifies nthe nrequirements nof nefficiency, 

reliability nand representativeness. Further, secondary ndata nwas also ncollected nthrough ndata 
ncollection schedule. nFacts nand nfigures nwere collected through published nfinancial nreports and 

statements nof ndeposit ntaking nSACCOs nlicensed nby nSASRA nin nNairobi nCounty nfor nthe nperiod 

2015 nto 2019 nand nthe nkey nfinancial ninformation non nthe nvariables nof concern were discerned 
nfrom nthese reports. The ndata nfor nthis nstudy nwas panel and therefore nthe STATA software was 
nused nfor nanalysis nunder panel nregression nmodel. Descriptive nanalysis were done nto nexplain nthe 

basic features nof nthe ndata. Inferential analysis was done afterwards nbased non panel nregression 
nwhich was nthen nused nto test the research hypothesis according to the research specific objectives. 

The testing was under the 5% significance level.  

Findings: The results of the study revealed that fixed asset, loan portfolio, ncash asset and financial 

investment management practices were positive and significantly correlated to nfinancial 
nperformance nof nDT-nSaccos nin nNairobi nCity nCounty. nIn naddition,  the results nalso nindicated 
nthat financial ninvestment nmanagement npractices had a more positive and significant neffect on 
nfinancial nperformance, followed by loan portfolio management practices, then cash asset 

management practices and lastly fixed asset management practices. The moderating variable, 

sacco size was found to nhave na nmoderating neffect non nthe nrelationship nbetween financial 

management practices nand nfinancial nperformance nof nDT-nSaccos nin nNairobi nCity nCounty. 

Unique Contribution to Theory, Practice and Policy: The study recommended that the 

management of DT-Saccos should consistently ensure they prepare cash budgets and maintaining 
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a cash book so as to be able to manage their cashflows especially from the account receivables and 

account payables. They should also implement effective financial investment management 

practices that can help them reduce the risk of financial losses from investments such as projects 

or securities. The study findings may help policymakers in DT-Saccos such as the SASRA to 

enforce better loan portfolio management policies that encourage their customers to purchase loans 

and reduce cases of loan defaulting. Moreover, these policies may also be used to reduces the 

number of non-performing loans which have a significant effect on the ROA of the DT-Saccos. 

Researchers and Scholars could benefit from this study by use of the theories that were discussed 

in this study. They can also use the results to validate  and corroborate findings of their own study. 

Keywords: Financial Management Practices, Financial Performance, DT-Saccos 
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INTRODUCTION 

Globally, the nInternational nCooperative nAlliance (ICA) nis nan napex body nthat nunites, nrepresents 
nand nserves all ncooperatives nworldwide. It is one of the oldest non-governmental organizations 

founded in 1895 to  advocate for the interests and success of cooperatives (Brouder, 2010). The 

ICA also nserves nas na nforum nto nboost ncooperation nbetween ncooperatives nand provide 

knowledge and expertise to improve the performance of its members. This is done through 

organising for na nrich ndiversity nof nregional nand ninternational nevents nwhere norganisations nmeet 
nregularly nto nshare nideas nand by nfacilitating ntraining nprogrammes, nevents, nand npublications 
ndeveloped nin npartnership nwith ncooperative ndevelopment nagencies. This has led to development 

of nbusiness nrelationships nand npartnerships namong nits cooperative nmembers and significantly 

improved their performance (ICA, 2018). 

The Global Census on Cooperatives (2015) conducted a survey to analyze the economic and social 

impact of cooperatives in the world. This was measured by the membership penetration of 

cooperatives, employment by cooperatives and the annual gross revenue (Smith & Rothbaum, 

2013). The survey revealed that there are approximately 3 million cooperatives in the world with 

2.6 million cooperatives having over 1 billion members and clients. These cooperative societies 

have also played na nsignificant nrole nin reducing nthe world’s unemployment rate by providing job 

opportunities to over 12.6 million people which represented  0.2% of the world’s population. On 

the other hand, the total revenue generated nby cooperatives nin nthe nfinancial year 2013/14 

amounted to US$ 2.98 trillion which was obtained through leveraging of their combined asset base 

of US$19.6 trillion. This has significantly contributed to the GDP of countries with the large 

number of registered cooperatives. For instance, in New Zealand, cooperatives contributed 20% 

of the country’s GDP, this was followed by Nertherlands (18%), then France (18%) and Finland 

at (14%). 

Furthermore, according to Allen and Maghimbi (2009), cooperatives in Africa have grown 

significantly since independence, when cooperative npolicies nand nlegal nframeworks provided 

African ngovernments the capacity nto ndirect nand administer cooperative affairs. As a result, many 

cooperatives have been able to establish monopolistic positions in the economy. nFor ninstance, nin 
nagricultural nmarketing, ncooperatives nwere ndeclarednthe nsole nagents nof nState nMarketing nBoards 
nin ncharge nof nprocessing nand nmarketing nexport ncrops nsuch nas ncoffee, ncotton, nand npyrethrum 

(Birchall, 2004). These organizations have been given the powers by the nBoards nto purchase 

agricultural goods nfrom nthe nfarmers nand nprocess nit nfor nexport.  

nMoreover, nstate-sponsored nagricultural ncredit nschemes nwere nalso nadministered nthrough nthese 
ncooperatives, nwhich nprovided nanother nincentive nfor nfarmers nto njoin ncooperatives. However, 

the government's engagement in African cooperatives has entrapped cooperatives in state politics, 

causing them to lose ntheir nvoluntary ncharacter, which nis nin nline nwith nthe democratic member 

control nprinciple (Wanyama, 2009). As a result, members' motivation to participate in cooperative 

administration reduced as ntheir nshare ncapital nor nmembership nfee npayments nwere limited nor 
nnonexistent. Furthermore, it resulted in undercapitalization of cooperatives and led to a high 

reliance on external investment (Wanyama, Develtere & Pollet, 2009). 

According to the SACCO supervision annual report(2018), the crucial nrole played nby Kenyan 

SACCOs nis the provision nof credit nfacilities nto nKenyans, as well as nthe nmobilization nof nsavings 
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nfor nnational ndevelopment, a safe, sound and secure environment continues to be the main focus 

of nSacco nSocieties nRegulatory nAuthority (SASRA) nin discharging nits statutory nmandate. Kenya 

Gazette Notice No.  671 dated 26th January 2018 reported that there were 176 nSACCO nSocieties 

authorized nto embrace ndeposit ntaking nSacco nbusiness nin nKenya at nthe commencement of the 
nyear 2018, although two of the SACCOs had their respective deposit-taking licenses revoked over 

the span of the year leaving 174 SACCOs. An aggregate of fourteen nDT-SACCOs noperated non 
nhalf-year nrestricted deposit-taking nlicenses to 30th nJune, 2018, twelve of which were from that 

point renewed for the half-year time frame ending December, 2018 while the remaining two 

restricted licenses belonged to the SACCOs whose deposit-taking licenses were withdrawn. 

Financial performance refers to the final output recorded within a given timeframe. nIt nis utilized 
nto quantify nthe nefficiency nof nthe nmanagement nteam nin nutilizing nthe navailable nresources to 

create nwealth (Epstein, Buhovac & Yuthas, 2015). According to Van-Dooren and Van-de-Walle 

(2016) numerous individuals frequently nassume nthat nperformance nis nall nabout nprofitability of a 

venture, however performance is analyzed and assessed explicitly to the kind of business 

association, methods of reasoning embraced, the board thinking, organizational mission and the 

predominant natural conditions. nFinancial nperformance is generally nmeasured nusing nfinancial 
nstatement nanalysis. nThis nanalysis nmeasures nthe nrevenue, noperating nincome nand nprofit nafter 
ntax, nfinancial nposition, ncash nflow, nthe nlevel nof nfinancial nleverage nand nthe nability nto nmeet 
nfinancial nobligations.  

Further, financial performance determines nhow nwell na Sacco nis ngenerating nvalue nfor its 

member's deposits and share capital. It can be measured in terms of nReturn nOn nAssets, nReturn 
nOn nEquity, nearnings nper nshare nand profit after tax (Ngui, 2010). According to the annual 

supervision reports (2020), DT-SACCOs have witnessed na nmarginal nincrease non nthe nrate nof 
nreturns (ROA) non the ntotal nassets which measures the rate of income that DT-SACCOs can 

realise from their total assets to 2.65% in 2020 from 2.60% which is very commendable. This 

increase was however, slightly dimmed nby nthe nincrease nin nthe nnon-performing nloans (NPLs) 

ratio which increased to 8.39% in 2020 compared to a NPL ratio of 6.15% reported in 2019 

(Kivuvo & Olweny, 2014). 

For financial performance and improvement of SACCO’s results, management of finances is very 

important (Kibachia, Iravo & Luvanda, 2014). Financial management in SACCOs affect how 

assets are utilized in tending to the money related necessities and needs. Moreover, where there 

exist strong financial stewardship, transparency and accountability in the area of maximizing the 

shareholders wealth and maximizing on profitability, nthere nis na nhigher chance nthat nthe SACCOs 
nin ngeneral nwill build the ntrust of its shareholders.   

In most SACCOs, practices on financial management include maintenance of sound financial 

records which form the basis of informed planning and keeping good track of credit history and 

seeing to it that bills of running the business nare npaid non ntime, development of na ngood nsystem 

of collecting nfunds nowed nto nthe nbusiness nand annual filling of tax (Kipsang 2019). With these 

financial management practices conducted nin nthe nmost effective way, they will ensure nthat nthe 

business stay nin operation nfor na nlong ntime. According to Githinji (2016), the success of SACCOs 

and their survival has become a global concern with the failure of the same being associated with 

poor financial management practices.  
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Sound financial management practices help SACCOs in realizing both their nshort-nterm nand nlong-
nterm nfinancial needs, demands and nobligations of their clients nin nthe nmost neffective nand 
nefficient nway. Among the clients of SACCOs include the investors and depositors especially for 

DT-SACCOs that are exclusively structured and controlled by the SASRA. The licensing of DT-

SACCOs allow them to take deposits from customers for saving which at the end of the day 

becomes a liability. On the other hand, SACCOs issue out loans to their members and investors at 

a given interest which results into an asset.  The creation of a balance between the liabilities and 

assets in the SACCOs calls for the employment of financial management practices which would 

assure their financial performance (Agbada & Osuji, 2013). This study focused on establishing the 

effect of  fixed asset management, loan portifolio management, cash asset management and 

financial investment management to nthe nfinancial nperformance nof nDT-nSACCOs. 

Statement of the Problem 

DT-SACCOs have been very instrumental financial institutions in Kenya that have provided 

better financial solution to low-income individuals in both nrural nand nurban nareas. They provide 

access to sustainable financial services, reduce poverty, provide na safe nplace nfor its nmembers 
nto nsave their income and in return receive loans from the organization (Owino, 2017). 

Additionally, naccording nto nthe nSacco nSocieties nAct of 2008, nall nSACCOs must have a ncore 
ncapital of nnot nless nthan 10% nof ntotal nassets and nnot nless nthan 8% of ntotal ndeposit nliabilities, 
nand nan ninstitutional ncapital nof nnot nless nthan 8% nof ntotal nassets. It also establishes a Ksh10 

million ($92,590) minimum core capital requirement for Saccos. 

However, the SASRA annual supervision report (2019) noted that there has been ncomplaints nfrom 
nSacco nmembers of which majority nrelate nto ndelayed nor nfailure nto nrefund nsavings nor ndeposits 
nto nSacco nmembers nupon ntheir nwithdrawal nfrom nthe nmembership nand ndelayed nissuance nof 
nloans nand nother ncredit nfacilities nwhich nmembers nmay nhave napplied nfor (Ngaira, 2011). 

According to these reports, DT-SACCOs were found guilty of violating the regulation policy 

which states that "na nSacco nSociety nmay nrefund nthe namount nsaved nin na nnon-nwithdrawable 
ndeposit naccount nwithin n60 ndays nafter nreceiving na nwritten nnotification nfrom nthe nmember," nby 
nfailing nto nrefund member ndeposits nwithin nthe 60-day period (Oyugi, 2014). This has been 

attributed to poor governance, nlimited ntransparency nin nmanagement nof DT-SACCOs, nlack nof 
ncapacity nin nmanagement and weak capital base (Buluma, Kung’u & Mungai, 2017)  

Moreover, nquite na nnumber nof nSACCOs nin nKenya nhave na nlong line nof npending nloan 
napplications nfrom nindividuals, other SACCOs npay nlittle nor nno ndividends/ ninterest non 

individuals’ savings. In addition, other SACCOs nhave nlow nmultiplier nfactor nor nlimited 
nconcurrent nloans ncompared nto nsome nwell nperforming ncounter nparts.  All the mentioned 

complains were associated with insufficiency of funds and liquidity cash flow problems which is 

a sign of poor nfinancial nperformance. nFinancial nmanagement npractices have been developed nto 

help nthe SACCOs attain nfinancial nperformance following the failure of many SACCOs where 

members are not able to get loans on time and dividends are delayed in the name of insufficiency 

of funds, Liquidity/cash flow problems and loan backlog. 

Studies on financial management and financial performance are numerous however, most of them 

investigate generally on all SACCOSs but very few studies specify on the type of SACCOs in 

Kenya.  For instance, Chege (2016) conducted a study on nfinancial nmanagement npractices non 
nthe nperformance nof SACCOs in hospitality industry. He found out that most SACCOs have 
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adopted cash management as one of the financial management practices but only a few have not. 

The study also found out that most SACCOs do not retain earning but distributes them as 

dividends. Kamau (2015) also did a study on the neffect nof ncredit nmanagement npractices non 
nperformance nof nsavings nand ncredit ncooperative nsocieties nin nthe nhospitality nindustry nin 
nNairobi City County. In his study, he found and concluded that if credit management practices are 

sound the nfinancial nperformance nof nSACCOs will also be sound. Mwangi and Wambua (2016) 

carried out a study on establishing the nfactors ninfluencing nperformance nof SACCOs in Kenya. 

The study’s findings showed that organizational leadership capacity, organizational structure, 

organizational sub-culture and organizational rewarding practices had a npositive nand nsubstantial 
ninfluence non nperformance. Kahuthu (2016) explored on the nimpact nof nprudential nregulations 
non nthe nfinancial nperformance nof ndeposit ntaking nSACCOs nin nKenya. nThe nfindings nindicated 
nthat ncredit nmanagement, core capital, membership growth nhad na npositive nrelationship nwhile 
nliquidity nhad nan ninverse nrelationship.    

The aforementioned studies did not focus on deposit taking SACCOs and also majored on credit 

management practices on performance.  Moreover, nthese nstudies ndid nnot nconsider nthe neffect of 
nmoderating characteristic non nthe nrelationship nbetween financial nmanagement npractices nand 
nfinancial nperformance and therefore na nresearch ngap nwhich nthis nstudy sought nto address nby 

answering the question: nWhat nis the effect of financial nmanagement npractices non nfinancial 
nperformance nof ndeposit ntaking SACCOS with DT-SACCO size as the moderating characteristic? 

Specifically, nthis nstudy nwas therefore conducted nto nfind nout nthe neffect nof fixed asset 
nmanagement, loan portifolio management, cash asset nmanagement nand nfinancial investment 

management non nfinancial nperformance nof ndeposit ntaking SACCOs nin nNairobi nCity nCounty, 
nKenya. 

Objectives of the Study  

The nobjective nof nthis nstudy nwas nto examine nthe neffect nof nfinancial nmanagement practices non 

financial nperformance of SACCOs nin Nairobi City County, nKenya. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Theoretical Framework 

Liquidity Preference Theory 

This theory nwas developed nby John Maynard Keynes nin nthe year 1936. He advocated that people 

choose to keep their cash as cash itself because if they part with it, there is risk. Therefore, people 

desire to hold cash. Liquidity preference is the desire to hold cash. When people and organizations 

lend money, they part with their money for a certain time until the repayment begins then they can 

use the money. As a result, they suffer from several detriments and unless this problem is rewarded, 

they do not wish to part with their liquidity. For people and organizations to part with their cash 

there should be a reward and therefore, interest is the reward which makes them part with their 

cash. According to Keynes ninterest nis dictated nby nthe nforces of ndemand nand nsupply. 

Keynes (1936) argues that liquidity preference theory of interest is a theory which should address 

the gap which was not addressed by what he considered as an unsound theory of classical interest.  

At first, it was assumed that liquidity preference is translated to the demand for money. Therefore, 

liquidity preference became the factor that would be used to decide on the ninterest nin nthe nmoney 
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nmarket nof nHicks’ (1937) if none had a constant degree of money. The liquidity preference theory 

is criticized for treating the rate of interest as a solely financial issue, although other factors, such 

as capital productivity and thriftiness, also have a significant impact on how much money is 

borrowed(Lavoie & Reissl, 2019). Moreover, there are additional variables that affect the ndemand 
nfor nand nsupply nof investable nmoney, which has an effect on the nrate nof ninterest, nin addition nto 
nliquidity npreference (Bertocco, 2013). 

Thus, nthis ntheory nwas nrelevant nto nthis nstudy nsince nthe liquidity preference nfor SACCOs would 

be determined by transaction purposes, speculative purposes or precautionary concerns. Every 

liquidity management practice in a SACCOs must be driven by any of the three mentioned reasons 

as to why people prefer cash money. This theory was applicable to understand and establish how 

deposit taking SACCOs carry out cash asset management in order to evade the dangers nby 
nmeeting nall nthe nshort-term commitments nand warrant nfinancial nperformance. For everyday 

activities, together with over-the-counter withdrawals and payment of advances, cash money is 

needed by deposit taking SACCOs. To meet the unexpected events, cash management in SACCOs 

is crucial. The nresearcher nin nthis nstudy was nto nfind nout the extent nto which the SACCOs are 

benefiting or losing out on the accruing advantages spelt by the liquidity preference theory.   

Modern Portfolio Theory 

In the year 1952, Harry Markowitz came up with the Modern portfolio theory. Markowitz 

recommended that an organization can minimize the instability of its collection of investments by 

spreading the risks between diverse types of securities and eventually increase its performance. 

The maximization of expected return in a given portfolio risk is one of the main arguments 

advocated by the modern portfolio theory of investment in finance. When an organization focuses 

on maximizing returns on their investments, then a trade-off between risk and expected gain has 

to be made. In investing, it is held nthat nthe nhigher nthe risk nthe higher nthe nprofits nand nvice-versa. 

In a given portfolio of investment with a given amount of risk, modern portfolio theory is used to 

define on how the highest expected return portfolio is going to be chosen.  This theory is a type of 

diversification because it also ndescribes nhow nto nchoose na nportfolio nwith nthe nlowest nrisk. 
nModern nportfolio ntheory describes how to come up with the most ideal diversification 

methodology under certain assumptions and for explicit quantitative meanings of risk and return. 

The best collection of investments will look at creating a sound balance between the most minimal 

risk for a given degree of return and the best yield for a suitable degree of risk. 

Financial management encompasses decisions that are risky for instance long-term investments 

and credit advancement. The MPT is an essential ntool nfor ninvestors nlooking nto ndiversify ntheir 

portfolios. nIndeed, nthe emergence nof nexchange-ntraded nfunds (ETFs) nhas increased nthe 

importance of the MPT nby enabling ninvestors nto naccess na nwider variety nof nasset nclasses (Kim 

& Francis, 2013). nFor instance, investors in stocks, can reduce nrisk nby ninvesting na npart nof ntheir 
nportfolios nin ngovernment nbond nETFs. This is nbecause ngovernment nbonds nhave na nnegative 
ncorrelation nwith stocks hence nthe nportfolio's nvariance nwill nbe nsubstantially lower (Lydenberg, 

2016). On the other hand, adding a small amount of ntreasuries nto na nstock nportfolio nwill nhave no 
ninfluence non npredicted nreturns due to nthe loss-reducing effect (Chen, 2016).  Therefore, the 

application of modern portfolio theory in this study was relevant in explaining financial investment 
nmanagement npractices nand nits neffects non nfinancial nperformance. 
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Trade-off Theory 

Zechner (1989), put across the Trade-off Theory. According to this theory, the realization of 

liquidity level is the eventual goal of any firm. The reason behind this is basically that a firm will 

indicate that a firm is able to create a   balance nbetween nthe ncost nof nholding ncash nand nthe 

benefits accumulated afterwards. This theory therefore alludes that the financial policy of an 

organization becomes more complex in the presence of funding coming from external sources 

which comprises of asset managing and the liability clause. An organization can then make profit 

by comparing the cost of borrowing and the benefits thereafter. The cost of borrowing comprises 

of bankrupts cost and interest payment (Ghazouani, 2013).  

It is hypothesized that debt financing has paybacks including discipline which is imparted nin nthe 
nfirm nand nthe ntaxes to be deducted. Out of nthe ndebts nthat a nfirm nhas, nit ncan nbe nable nto grow 

its profits, cash flows and therefore be a source of working capital. However, the theory is 

criticized for according to (Shan & Khan, 2007) debts should not be used in the absence confines 

as this may rise the chances of bankruptcy. The significance of this ntheory is to this nstudy is that 

it connects financial practices such as financial leverage nmanagement nin nfirms nto nbe ndirectly 
nlinked nto ndebt nfinancing. Trade-off theory further forms the basis in the comprehension of the 

effect of financing practices like the effect debt financing non nthe nperformance nof ndeposit ntaking 
nSaccos. On the basis of this theory, the nperformance nof DTSs nin nNairobi ncounty was to a great 

extend governed nby nthe nefficiency, effectiveness and unwavering quality nof ntheir nfinancing 
npractices nand nsources nof nfinances. 

Empirical Review 

Al-Ani (2013,) examined nthe effect nof asset structure, nboth fixed nand current assets, non nthe 
nfinancial nperformance nof nmanufacturing ncompanies nlisted nin nMuscat nSecurities nmarket. The 

study used secondary data where a sample of 28 out of 70 manufacturing companies' annual reports 

covering the years 2008 to 2012 were subjected to content analysis by the researcher. Fixed asset 

turnover and current asset turnover were used to gauge the assets structure, nwhile nreturn non nassets 

(ROA) nand nreturn non nequity (ROE) were used to gauge the nfinancial nperformance. Overall, the 

research findings showed nthat asset structure doesn't significantly affect profitability in terms of 

ROA. As a result, even if asset structure changes, ROA will remain constant. Another finding of 

the study revealed that, in contrast to ROA, only fixed assets had an effect on ROE. nThis nresult 
nsuggests nthat nthe ninvestment nin nfixed nassets nis nmore nimportant nfor nthe nOmani nmanufacturing 
ncompanies nto nincrease nthe nwealth nof nshareholders. nOn nthe nother nhand, nthe nresults nof nthe 
nstudy also revealed nthat nthere nwas nno nimpact of ncurrent nassets on nROE nand nROA. This study 

used the essential measures nof nasset nstructure and nfinancial nperformance however nthe targeted 
nstudy area were nmanufacturing companies which are not applicable in the current nstudy. nThe 
nidentified nresearch ngap nwas filled in the current study by analysing financial nperformance nof 

DT-Saccos nin nNairobi City County. 

A nstudy by Lydia (2018) investigated on the neffects nof nasset nperformance nmanagement non 
nprofitability nof ndeposit ntaking nSaccos in nNakuru nCounty, Kenya. nThe nstudy focused non nloan 
nperformance nmanagement, nfixed asset nmanagement, nfinancial investment nmanagement nand 

account receivable nmanagement as nthe nasset performance management practices. The study was 

guided by the Modern Portfolio theory, nCapital nAsset nPricing nmodel, nInventory nDevelopment 
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nmodel and nOperating ncycle. The study adopted the explanantory nresearch ndesign nand nthe sample 

size was obtained from the target population using stratified proportional sanmpling and simple 

random sampling. The study found that non-current asset portfolio management plays a significant 

part in determining profit ratios and assessing associated risk. The findings of the study also 

revealed nthat nloan nperformance nmanagement, nfixed nasset nmanagement, nfinancial ninvestments 
nmanagement, nand naccounts nreceivables nmanagement nhave na npositive nand nsignificant nimpact 
non nthe nprofitability nof DT-Saccos nin nNakuru nCounty. nThere nis also na nrelationship nbetween 

fixed asset management nnand the nfinancial success of nDT-SACCOs in Nakuru county. However, 

this study focused on nprofitability nof ndeposit ntaking Saccos in Nakuru County which  limited the 

results to only measures of nprofitability nof ndeposit ntaking nSaccos in Nakuru county, hence 

creation of na nresearch ngap nwhich nthis study soughtnto address nby conducting nthe study in Nairobi 

City County. 

Another study by Bwoma, Muturi and Mogwambo (2017) analysed the neffects nof nloan 
nmanagement npractices non nthe nfinancial nperformance nof ndeposit ntaking nsaccos in Kisii County. 

The study included all 120 employees nfrom nthe nsix ndeposit-ntaking nSaccos nin nKisii nCounty as 

its nsample size. The study used a nquestionnaire was used to obtain data and adopted the ncensus 
nmethodology. The findings of nthe nstudy nrevealed nthat nloan default, ncredit nrisk nmeasures, nand 
nloan collection practices significantly affect the nprofitability nof ndeposit-taking SACCOs. 

Therefore, the researcher recommended that SACCOs should learn to keep track of nloans nthat nare 
nin default, npenalize customers nfor making nlate payments, and restrict defaulters from access to 

future loans. Saccos should also control the transactions of business borrowers carried out through 

the SACCO's account, regularly check borrowers' reports, support borrowers in difficult situations, 

and maintain regular touch with borrowers. The results of this study were limited ndue nto nthe nsmall 

target population of DT-SACCOs in Kisii County, to fill this research gap the nstudy focused non 

DT-SACCOs in Nairobi County which had a larger target populaton of DT-nSACCOs. 

Kakaire (2019) nexamined nthe neffects nof cash nmanagement techniques non nthe nfinancial 
nperformance nof Bugadde Sacco in Mayuge district, Uganda.The study focused on cash planning, 

cash budgets and cash controls non nthe nfinancial nperformance of Bugadde Sacco in Mayuge 

district. The study used self-administered questionnaires and interview guide as its ndata ncollection 
nmethods. nA ncross-sectional nstudy ndesign nwas also nadopted nfor quantitative and qualitative 

analysis of the 40 questionnaires obtained from the field work. Quantitative data was evaluated at 

the univariate level using mean and frequencies, percentages, and bivariate level using correlation 

coefficient, whereas ncontent nanalysis nwas nused nto nanalyze nthe qualitative ndata by constructing 

explanations and validating them using respondents' open responses.  The study discovered that 

Bugadde Sacco uses cash as a technique to prevent misappropriation, theft, and fraud of the Sacco's 

finances. The Sacco also uses additional methods such as cash banking and cash management. 

Both employee productivity and profitability are increasing. The findings of the study revealed 

that cash planning, preparing cash budgets, maintaining a cash book, a petty cash book had a 
npositive nimpact non nthe growth and expansion of Bugadde Saccos in Mayuge district. The 

researcher concluded that cash planning is an neffective ncash nmanagement npractice which nensures 
ntimely nprovision nof ncash nresources nto nsupport Sacco activities. Therefore, nthe nstudy 
nrecommended nthat Bugadde Sacco nshould nput nin nplace security nmeasures to ensure that cash is 

safe by opening a bank account for the Sacco and prevent individual mishandling of its finances. 

The results of this study were quite limiting since they focused on one Sacco in Uganda, nto nfill 
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nthis research ngap nthe ncurrent nstudy aimed to target all ndeposit ntaking nSaccos nin nNairobi 
nCounty, nKenya. 

A study by Sitienei and Thuita (2021) examined the effects of ncash nmanagement non nfinancial 
nperformance nof nDT-SACCOsnin nKenya. The study used cash ratios as a measure of cash 

management while nROA nand nROE nas na nmeasure of nfinancial nperformance. nThe study 

employed a ndescriptive nresearch ndesign and used purposive sampling to obtain a research sample 

of 56 deposit taking saccos from 135 DT-SACCOs licensed in Kenya by 2013. The study nalso 
nused nsecondary ndata obtained from the naudited nfinancial nstatements nof nthe respective DT-

SACCOs. The nfindings nof nthe nstudy nrevealed nthat cash ratios had a npositive nand nsignificant 
nrelationship nwith nROA nand nROE. The researcher also used two linear regression models nto 
ndetermine nthe nimpact nof cash nmanagement non financial nperformance. The regression results 

revealed that the cash management practices had na npositive nand nsignificant neffect non ROA and 

ROE.  

According to the researcher, nthis nmay nbe nattributed nto nthe nrole nthat ncash nplays nin nenhancing 
nthe nliquidity nposition nof na nfirm. nCash nincreases nthe nliquidity nposition nof na nfirm nhence 
nreducing nliquidity nrisks nassociated nwith ncash nouts. Therefore, nthe nstudy nrecommended nthat 
ndeposit ntaking SACCOs nshould increase their ncash levels since it impacted positively on financial 

performance. This study was limited to only one measure of cash assets but the current study 

considered other measures of cash assets so as to fill the identified nresearch ngap. 

Further, Kiai, Kyalo and  Maina (2020) study evaluated the moderating effect nof Sacco nsize non 

cash nmanagement practices nand nfinancial sustainability nof Saccos nin nKenya. A positivist 

philosophical framework was applied to the study's ndescriptive cross-sectional survey ndesign. 

Data nwas collected using an emailed questionnaire nand data collection sheet, with a nresponse rate 
nof 95%. nThe regression nresults revealed nthat the addition nof na moderator nfor nthe predictor sub-

variables resulted in a negligible change in the strength of the relationship between variables, 

however nthe nstrength nof nthe nrelationship nbetween nvariables changed when an interaction term 

was introduced. In addition, the results also indicated nthat SACCO nsize nhad na statistically 

significant moderating effect non predictor sub-variables nand the nresponse nvariable. As na result, 

the nstudy suggests that nthe management of Saccos nshould consider expanding their SACCOs 

through mergers, acquisitions of underperforming SACCOs, or even active marketing, because 

large SACCOs have a lower risk of becoming financially unsustainable. In this study, the 

researcher evaluated the nmoderating neffect nof nSacco nsize on cash management practices only, 

the ncurrent nstudy aimed to nfill nthe research ngap nby analysing nthe moderating effect nof Sacco 

size on the other financial nmanagement npractices nand nfinancial nperformance nof DT-Saccos. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This nstudy adopted an explanatory nresearch ndesign. It is a type of research design that enabled 

the nresearcher nto nestablish nthe cause nand effect in nthe nrelationships nbetween nvariables. 

Therefore, this kind of nresearch ndesign nwas nfit for use nin nthis nstudy since it aims at determining 
nthe ninfluence nof financial nmanagement practices non the performance nof ndeposit ntaking 
nSACCOs nin nNairobi ncounty, nKenya. The ntarget npopulation consisted of  the 215 ndeposit ntaking 
nSACCOs nin nKenya.  A sample of 41 ndeposit ntaking nSaccos nin nNairobi ncity nCounty nregistered 
nby SASRA for nthe period 2015 to 2019 nwas ndrawn nfrom nthe ntarget npopulation. Thus, the 41 
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ndeposit ntaking nSACCOs as registered by SASRA and ntheir npublished nfinancial nstatements 
nconstitute nthe nunit nof nanalysis nand nunit nof nobservation nrespectively. This sample was chosen 

because more than 70% of ndeposit ntaking nSACCOs have their headquarters nin nNairobi nCounty 

and their branches are spread across the other 46 counties in Kenya. The ncensus nsampling nmethod 
nwas nused nin norder nto ngather nenough ninformation nsince nthe nnumber nof  SACCOs nis nlimited 
nand njustifies nthe nrequirements nof nefficiency, reliability nand representativeness. Further, 

secondary ndata nwas also ncollected nthrough ndata ncollection schedule. nFacts nand nfigures nwere 

collected through published nfinancial nreports and statements nof ndeposit ntaking nSACCOs 
nlicensed nby nSASRA nin nNairobi nCounty nfor nthe nperiod 2015 nto 2019 nand nthe nkey nfinancial 
ninformation non nthe nvariables nof concern were discerned nfrom nthese reports. The ndata nfor nthis 
nstudy nwas panel and therefore nthe STATA software was nused nfor nanalysis nunder panel 
nregression nmodel. Descriptive nanalysis were done nto nexplain nthe basic features nof nthe ndata. 

Inferential analysis was done afterwards nbased non panel nregression nwhich was nthen nused nto test 

the research hypothesis according to the research specific objectives. The testing was under the 

5% significance level. 

RESULTS 

The findings were presented in tables, charts and graphs since they provide a clear view of the 

findings of the study and are easy to interpret. nThe nanalyzed ndata nwas nalso narranged nunder 
nthemes nthat nreflected nthe nresearch nobjectives. 

Response Rate 

Response rate refers to the degree of availability of the data items required that meet the minimum 

threshold level from the units studied (Rowley, 2014). The importance of including the response 

rate is to indicate the study units that meet the minimum threshold which for this study was the 

availability of data in the selected 41 nDT-Saccos nin nNairobi nCity nCounty, Kenya in the period 

between 2015 to 2019. Table 4.1 below indicates the response rate based on the total asset sizes 

of the 41 DT Saccos in Nairobi County, Kenya. 

Table 4.1: Response rate in terms of sizes of the nDT nSaccos in nNairobi nCounty 

Size of the DT-SACCOs  Frequency Percentage (%) 

Large        16 39.02 

Medium          20 48.78 

Small           5 12.20 

TOTALS          41 100 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics describe, illustrate and summarize the fundamental characteristics of a data 

set found in a specific study. The summary provides details on the data sample and its 

measurements which makes it easier for analysts to comprehend the data. The financial 

management practices were analysed based on fixed asset turnover ratio, loan portfolio ratio, 

current ratio, return on investment ratio, shareholder equity ratio while nfinancial nperformance was 
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analysed nbased non nROA nand nROE, so as nto ndetermine nthe nmean, nstandard ndeviation nand 
ntrends nof the ndata nover nperiod nbetween 2015 nto 2019.  

Table 4.2 Descriptive analysis 

nVariables nMinimum nMaximum nMean nStd. Deviation 

Fixed asset turnover Ratio 0.49 461.43 161.93   127.72 

Loan Portfolio ratio 0.56 82.48 68.32   15.34 

Current ratio 0.41 1277.34 474.32   362.03 

Return on investment ratio 0.73 530.34 185.34   155.58 

Shareholder equity ratio 0.58 25.3 16.60    4.84 

ROA 0.79 36.29 8.05    7.03 

ROE 0.79 108.66 46.16    30.73 

 

The findings of this nstudy nfound nthat nthe nmean nof nthe fixed nasset turnover ratio which nwas 

measured by dividing the net revenue with net fixed assets was 161.93%. The nstandard ndeviation 
nof 127.72% naccounted nfor nthe variations nbetween nthe nmaximum value nof fixed asset turnover 

ratio of 461.43% and the minimum value of 0.49%. This implied that the targeted DT-Saccos on 

average have a fixed asset turnover ratio of 161.93% with some of the DT-Saccos, especially large 

DT-Saccos reporting a fixed asset turnover ratio of as high as 461.43% while others reporting fixed 

asset turnover ratio of as low as 0.49%. 

The results also showed that the mean of loan portfolio nratio nwhich was nmeasured nby dividing 
nnet nloans with net ntotal nassets was 68.32% while the standard deviation of 15.34% attributed to 

the variations between the maximum value of loan portfolio ratio  and the minimum value of 

82.48% and  0.56% respectively. This means that on average the targeted DT-Saccos hold a loan 

portfolio ratio of 68.32% with some of the DT-Saccos hold a loan portfolio ratio as high as 82.48% 

while others hold a loan portfolio ratio of as low as 0.56%.  

Further, the findings also revealed that the mean of ncurrent nratio nwhich nwas nmeasured nby 
ndividing nthe ncurrent nassets with the ncurrent nliabilities was 474.32%. The  standard deviation of 

362.03% accounted for the variations in the maximum value of current ratio of 1277.34% and the 

minimum value of 0.41%.  These findings suggest that on average the selected DT-Saccos report 

a current ratio of 474.32% with some of the DT-Saccos reporting current ratios as high as 

1277.34% which means that the value of the saccos’ current assets was higher than that of the 

current liabilities, while other DT-Saccos report current ratios of as low as 0.41%.  

The results also found that the mean of return on investment ratio which was measured by dividing 

net profits with total investments was 185.34% while the standard deviation was 155.58%. The 

standard deviation measured the variations in the maximum value of return on investment ratio 

which was 530.34% while the minimum value was 0.73%. This implied that on average the 

targeted DT-Saccos reported that the investment returns that contributed to their net profit was 

185.34% with some of the DT-Saccos reporting return on investment ratio of as high as 530.34% 

while others reported return on investment ratio of as low as 0.73%. 
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In addition, the mean of shareholder equity ratio which was measured by dividing total shareholder 

equity with the total assets was 16.60% while a standard deviation of 4.84 revealed the variations 

between the maximum value of shareholder equity ratio of 25.3% and the minimum value of 

0.58%. This means that on average the percentage of the total equity held by the shareholders to 

the total assets of the selected DT-Saccos was 16.60% with some recording a shareholder equity 

ratio of as high as 25.3% while others recorded a shareholder equity ratio of as low as 0.58%.  

Moreover, the mean of the ROA which was measured by dividing the net profits with the total 

assets was 8.05%. The standard deviation of 7.03 was used to show the variations between the 

maximum value of ROA of 36.29% and the minimum value of 0.79%. This means that on average 

the total assets that contribute to the net profits of the DT-Saccos was 8.05% with some of the DT-

Saccos reporting an ROA of as high as 36.29% while others reporting an ROA of as low as 0.79%. 

On the other hand, the mean of the ROE was 46.16% while the standard deviation of 30.73% 

demonstrated the variations of the maximum value of ROE of 108.66% while the minimum value 

was 0.79%. This implied that on average the total shareholder equity that contributes to the net 

profits of the selected DT-Saccos was 46.16% with some of the DT-Saccos registering ROE as 

high as 108.66% while other DT-Saccos registered low ROEs of 0.79%. 

Correlation Analysis 

The study used Pearsons Correlation coefficient in the data analysis to show nthe nrelationship 
nbetween financial nmanagement npractices nand nfinancial nperformance nof DT- Saccos nin Nairobi 

City County, Kenya. 
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Table 4.3: Correlation Analysis 

Variables   

Fixed 

asset 

turnover 

Ratio 

Loan 

Portfolio 

ratio 

Current 

ratio 

Return on 

investment 

ratio 

Shareholder 

equity ratio ROA ROE 

Fixed asset 

turnover 

Ratio 

Pearson 

Correlation 1 .442** .764** .654** .632** .654** .599** 

 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Loan 

Portfolio 

ratio 

Pearson 

Correlation .442** 1 .435** .430** .869** .402** .481** 

 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 0.000  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Current 

ratio 

Pearson 

Correlation .764** .435** 1 .626** .564** .489** .608** 

 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Return on 

investment 

ratio 

Pearson 

Correlation .654** .430** .626** 1 .612** .759** .809** 

 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 0.000 

 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 

ROA 

Pearson 

Correlation .654** .402** .489** .759** .638** 1 .810** 

 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000  0.000 

ROE 

Pearson 

Correlation .599** .481** .608** .809** .652** .810** 1 

  

Sig. (2-

tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000   

 

The findings nin table 4.3 showed nthat nthere was na npositive nand nsignificant nrelationship nbetween 

fixed asset turnover ratio, ROA (r = 0.654, p=000) and ROE (r = 0.599, p=000). This finding 

concurred with that of the study by Lydia (2018) which indicated that therenisna significant 

relationship nbetween fixed asset management nnand the nfinancial success of nDT-SACCOs in 

Nakuru county. nThere nwas also  na npositive nand nsignificant nrelationship nbetween loan portfolio 

ratio, ROA (r= 0.402, p=000) and ROE (r = 0.481, p=000). This results were similar to those of 

Clottey (2019) who found thatnloan size with diversification had a significant and npositive 
nrelationship nwith ROE. Duncan, Njeru and Tirimba (2015) study also highlighted that nloan 
nrepayment and nfinancial nperformance nof nDT-SACCOs in the MT. nKenya nRegion had a strong 

positive correlation. 

In addition, the results also revealed nthat nthere nwas na npositive nand nsignificant nrelationship 

current ratio and ROA (r=0.489, p=000) and ROE (r= 0.608, p=000). The results nof nthe study 
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were similar to that of Yahaya et al., (2015) study nwhich concluded that there is na nstrong 
ncorrelation nbetween the ncash nand nbank nbalances, nfinancial nassets held for trading, nloans nand 
nadvances to ncustomers and ROA. Sitienei and Thuita (2021) study also indicated that cash ratios 

had a npositive nand nsignificant nrelationship nwith nROA nand nROE.  

Moreover, the results also found that nthere nwas na npositive nand nsignificant nrelationship return on 

investment ratio and ROA (r=0.759, p=000) and ROE (r= 0.809, p=000). These results differed 

with that of Njenga and Jagong’o (2019) which revealed that investment nportfolio nmanagement 
npractices have a significant relationship on the nfinancial nnperformance nof non-depositing nSaccos 

in nKiambu nCounty ninstead of nDT-Saccos nin nKenya. 

On the other hand, it can also be observed that ROA and ROE are highly correlated (r=0.801, 

p=000). Therefore, in the regression analysis the researcher opted to use ROA for the hypothesis 

testing of the relationship between fixed asset management practices, loan portfolio nmanagement 
npractices, cash asset nmanagement npractices, financial investment nmanagement npractices and 
nfinancial nperformance nof nthe DT-Saccos nin nNairobi nCounty, nKenya. 

Regression Analysis 

The diagnostic tests conducted by the study affirmed that the OLS assumptions were not violated 

and hence the study can further carryout nregression nanalysis nto ndetermine nthe neffect nof nfinancial 
nmanagement npractices non nthe nfinancial nperformance nof nDT nSaccos nin nNairobi nCity nCounty, 

Kenya. nIn nthis nstudy, ROA nwas nused as the measure of nfinancial nperformance. Therefore, ROA 

was regressed on the measures of the independent variables, fixed asset turnover ratio, loan 

portfolio ratio, current ratio and shareholder equity ratio respectively using nthe nOrdinary nLeast 
nSquare (OLS) nregression nmodel. nThe nregression nanalysis nwas nalso nused nto ntest nthe nresearch 
nhypotheses nof nthe nstudy at 5% significance level. 

Regression Analysis of Financial Management Practices and nFinancial nPerformance nof 
nDT-Saccos nin nNairobi nCity nCounty, nKenya. 

Table 4.4: Model Fitness 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .800a    0.64 0.605 4.41571 

a Predictors: (Constant), Return on investment ratio, Loan Portfolio ratio, Current ratio, Fixed asset 

turnover Ratio 

 

The nresults nof nthe nmodel summary nindicated nthat fixed asset turnover ratio, loan portfolio ratio, 

current ratio and return on investment ratio nwas nfound nto nnbe a satisfactory nvariable nin 
nexplaining nROA. nThis nwas nsupported nby nthe ncoefficient nof ndetermination (R square) of 64%. 

This implied that fixed asset turnover ratio, loan portfolio ratio, current ratio and return on 

investment ratio explain 64% of the variations in ROA. In addition, this also nmeant nthat nthe 
nmodel napplied nto nlink nthe nrelationship nbetween fixed asset turnover ratio, loan portfolio ratio, 

current ratio and return on investment ratio and ROA was satisfactory. 
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Table 4.5: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Model   

Sum of 

Squares Df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 1422.207 4 355.552 18.235 .000b 

 Residual 799.438 41 19.498   

 Total 2221.645 45    

a Dependent Variable: ROA     
b Predictors: (Constant), Return on investment ratio, Loan Portfolio ratio, Current ratio, Fixed asset 

turnover Ratio 

 

The results from analysis of variance nin ntable 4.5nshowed nthat nthe overall model nof nregression 

was statistically significant and fixed asset turnover ratio, loan portfolio ratio, current ratio and 

return on investment ratio were  good predictors of ROA. This is according to the calculated F 

statistic of 18.235 and the nreported np-value of (0.000) nwhich nwas nless nthan nthe nconventional 
nprobability of 0.05 nsignificance nlevel. 

Table 4.6: Regression Coefficients 

Model   

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients T Sig. 

  B Std. Error Beta   
1 (Constant) 0.241 2.895  0.083 0.000 

 

Fixed asset turnover 

Ratio 0.022 0.009 0.398 2.444 0.000 

 Loan Portfolio ratio 0.027 0.049 0.06 0.551 0.000 

 Current ratio 0.004 0.003 0.226 1.333 0.000 

  

Return on investment 

ratio 0.028 0.006 0.614 4.721 0.000 

 

The findings of the regression coefficients in table 4.6 revealed that fixed asset ratio nhad na 
npositive nand nsignificant neffect non nROA(β=0.022, p=0.000). nThis implied nthat na nunit increase 

in fixed asset turnover nratio nleads nto a corresponding nincrease nin nROA by 0.022 units. This 

finding disgreed with that of Al-Ani (2013) study which indicated that asset structure doesn't 

significantly affect profitability in terms of ROA. As a result, even if asset structure changes, ROA 

will remain constant. nThis studynsuggested nthat nthe ninvestment nin nfixed nassets nis nmore 
nimportant nfor nthe nOmani nmanufacturing ncompanies nto nincrease nthe nwealth nof nshareholders. 

However, the study by Lydia (2018) concurred with the findings of the study since it noted that 

non-current asset portfolio management plays a significant part in determining profit ratios and 

assessing associated risk. 

Loan portfolio ratio was also nfound nto nhave na npositive nand nsignificant neffect non nROA 

(β=0.027, p=0.000). nThis nmeans nthat na unit increase in loan portfolio ratio will result in an 

increase in ROA by 0.027 units. The results of this study were similar to those of Clottey (2019) 

who noted that average nloan ncollection ntime, performance cycle, ndiversification, and nliquidity 

significantly impacted the ROA of microfinance companies. Duncan, Njeru and Tirimba (2015) 
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study also noted that loan repayments had a positive and significant effect on financial performance 

of deposit taking Saccos in Mt. Kenya region. 

In addition, current ratio also had a nnpositive nnand nsignificant neffect on ROA (β=0.004, p=0.000). 
nThis revealed nthat na unit increase in current ratio will result in nan nincrease nin nROA by 0.004 

units. These results concurred with that of  Alslehat and Al-Nimer (2017) study whichnfound nthat 
nnet ncash nflows nfrom noperating activities had a positive influence on return on assets while net 

cashflows from investing activities nhad na nsignificant nimpact in nthe overall nfinancial 
nperformance nof Jordanian insurance companies. Further, the results from Kakaire (2019) study 

can also be related to the study findings since the researcher concluded that cash planning, 

preparing cash budgets, maintaining a cash book, a petty cash book had a npositive nimpact non nthe 

growth and expansion of Bugadde Saccos in Mayuge district. The study also concluded that cash 

planning is an neffective ncash nmanagement npractice which nensures ntimely nprovision nof ncash 
nresources nto nsupport Sacco activities. 

On the other hand, the return on investment ratio also had a npositive nand nsignificant neffect non 

ROA (β=0.028, p=0.000). nThis nimplied that a unit increase in return on investment ratio will result 

in an increase in ROA by 0.028 units. nThe nfindings nof nthis nstudy agreed nwith nthat nof nKarago 
nand nOkibo (2014) which nconcluded nthat investment ndecisions made nby Saccos on prudent 

projects nhave na npositive ninfluence non nthe nfinancial nperformance nof nSaccos in Kenya. However, 

a study by Tuan (2018) disagreed with these findings since it concluded that adoption of effective 
nfinancial nmanagement npractices nhave na npositive ninfluence non returns on investment nof 

agricultural cooperatives. 

Test of the Moderating Variable 

Table 4.7: Model Fitness 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .830a 0.689 0.65 4.15799 

a Predictors: (Constant), Shareholder equity ratio, Current ratio, Return on investment ratio, Fixed asset 

turnover Ratio, Loan Portfolio ratio 

 

The fitness model of regression in table 4.7 revealed that shareholder equity ratio was a satisfactory 

moderating variable in explaining the relationship between the fixed asset turnover ratio, loan 

portfolio ratio,current ratio, return on investment ratio and ROA. This was supported by the 

coefficient of determination (R square) of 68.9%. This implied that shareholder equity ratio explain 

68.9% of the relationship between the fixed asset turnover ratio, loan portfolio ratio,current ratio, 

return on investment ratio and ROA. Furthermore, it can also be noted that the model used to 

explain the moderating role of Sacco size in the relationship between financial management 

practices and financial performance was satisfactory. 
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Table 4.8: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Model   

Sum of 

Squares Df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 1530.09       5 306.018 17.7 .000b 

 Residual 691.555       40 17.289   

 Total 2221.645       45    

a Dependent Variable: ROA     
b Predictors: (Constant), Shareholder equity ratio, Current ratio, Return on investment ratio, Fixed asset 

turnover Ratio, Loan Portfolio ratio 

 

The results from the analysis of variance showed that the overall model of regression was 

statistically significant and shareholder equity ratio was a good moderator of the relationship 

between the fixed asset turnover ratio, loan portfolio ratio, current ratio, return on investment ratio 

and ROA. This is according to the calculated F statistic of 17.7 and the reported p-value of (0.000) 

which was less than the conventional probability of 0.05 significance level. 

Table 4.9: Regression Coefficient of the Interaction Factor (Shareholder equity 

ratio*Independent Variables) 

Model   

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients T Sig. 

  B 

Std. 

Error Beta   

1 (Constant) 5.97 0.934  6.39  0.000 

 Shareholder equity ratio  0.823 0.329 0.567 2.498  0.000 

 Interaction_Factor 0.036 0.0072  0.602 4.998  0.000 

a Dependent Variable: ROA         

 

The findings of regression coefficients in table 4.9 revealed that shareholder equity ratio had a 

positive and significant effect on the relationship between financial management practices and 

financial performance (β=0.823, p=0.000), this is according to the formulated regression model 2 

in chapter three under empirical model. This implied that a unit increase in the shareholder equity 

ratio will have a positive contribution on both the financial management practices and financial 

performance of DT-Saccos. The interaction factor also confirmed that Sacco size had a moderating 

effect (β=0.036, p=0.000) on the relationship between financial management practices and 

financial performance, this is according to the formulated regression model 3 in chapter three under 

empirical model.  

These findings agreed with those of Mwangudza, Jagongo and Ndede (2020) study which showed 
nthat nfinancial nperformance of Teachers DT Saccos nwas nsignificantly ninfluenced nby their ability 

to acquire capital and manage their financesnand nthat the nsize nof nthe nSacco influences the 

relationship nbetween nliquidity nmanagement nand nfinancial nperformance. However, thencash 
nposition, ntotal ndeposit, nand ncore ndeposit had no effect on Teachers DT Saccos' nfinancial 
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nperformance, nand nthat the nsize nof nthe nSacco influences the relationship nbetween nliquidity 
nmanagement nand nfinancial nperformance. 

Therefore, the general presentation of the regression model will be; 

Financial Performance= 0.241 + 0.022 Fixed Asset Management +0.027 Loan Portfolio 

Management + 0.004 Cash Asset Management + 0.028 Financial Investment Management + 

e 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

In summary, the results of the study revealed that fixed asset, loan portfolio, ncash asset and 

financial investment management practices were positive and significantly correlated to nfinancial 
nperformance nof nDT-nSaccos nin nNairobi nCity nCounty. nIn naddition,  the results nalso nindicated 
nthat financial ninvestment nmanagement npractices had a more positive and significant neffect on 
nfinancial nperformance, followed by loan portfolio management practices, then cash asset 

management practices and lastly fixed asset management practices. The moderating variable sacco 

size was found to nhave na nmoderating neffect non nthe nrelationship nbetween financial management 

practices nand nfinancial nperformance nof nDT-nSaccos nin nNairobi nCity nCounty. 

Conclusion 

The results of the study led to the conclusion that a good number of the DT-Saccos employ fixed 

asset management practices, cash management practices, loan portfolio management practices and 

financial investment management practices. The study also concluded that fixed asset management 

practices, loan portfolio management practices, cash asset management practices, financial 

investment management practices had a positive and significant effect on the financial 

performance of DT-Saccos in Nairobi City County. 

Recommendations 

Based on the study findings and conclusion, the study recommended that; 

1. The management of DT-Saccos should embrace leasing more of their properties and 

equipments rather than the actual purchase. They can also reduce the repair and 

maintenance costs by carrying out regular inspection of their equipments and replacing 

them when need be. 

2. The management of DT-Saccos should consistently ensure they prepare cash budgets and 

maintaining a cash book so as to be able to manage their cashflows especially from the 

account receivables and account payables.  

3. They should also implement effective financial investment management practices that 

can help them reduce the risk of financial losses from investments such as projects or 

securities. 

4. The study findings may help policymakers in DT-Saccos such as the SASRA to enforce 

better loan portfolio management policies that encourage their customers to purchase loans 

and reduce cases of loan defaulting. Moreover, these policies may also be used to reduces 

the number of non-performing loans which have a significant effect on the ROA of the DT-

Saccos. 
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5. Researchers and scholars could benefit from this study by use of the theories that were 

discussed in this study. They can also use the results to validate  and corroborate findings 

of their own study. 
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